
Supervisor meeting #7 

 

Date 6th October 2017 

Time 1100 – 1230 

Mode & Venue Physical, SIS level 5, Room 5036 

Attendees Ryan, Timothy, Wen li, Xin Yi, Alicia, Ling Wei 

Agenda - Review Mid Term slides content and wiki page with supervisor  

Meeting 
minutes 

Presentation Feedback: 
After sponsor slide → put the slide for problems/motivation first 
then our solutions 

 

Actual scenario for EvBot covering why “No Easy Access” slide 
11 

 

Prioritise the parts in the role play that is most important to 
showcase. Do expect to be interrupted and deviate from your   
 

Prof: slides too wordy - its what you say that matters more.  
Simplify the text on the slides  
What you say is backed up by the slides. Reinforces what you 
say. 
 

Technical Complexity section 

Overall architecture 

Technical complexity - clarify terminology and what is meant by 
sessions. 
Sample code: Don’t need to show full piece of code, only 
specific key components OR pseudo code is good enough. No 
need for screenshots. Ensure readability. 
 

*Signposting in slides? Show that is still in the same section. 
 

Async node js sequence: 
What were we trying to do. 
What are the things we tried. 
Final solution. 
 

(quality control) 
User Testing (can include internal testing as well) 
Or put internal testing under project management 
If time is short, just say how many UT has been done and how 
many agency has been involved. 
Show the before and after 
 

Project Management part  



 

Brighter colour for new functions in timeline (not grey) 
 

Reviewers don’t care about individual tasks. More interested in 
what is the progress of the team. 
 

For beehive graph add half colour to each block to signify 
changes present within the block? 

 

Task metrics - difference may be because each task takes 
different amount of time 

 

Present - understand that the way we split task not even 
compared to the amount of the time, improve the management 
by tracking the no. of hours starting from iteration 6 

 

Final Presentation add charts for expected and actual hours. 
 

Can put internal testing before bug metrics also 

 

Bug metrics: 
 

Show number of bugs 

 

Change management and timeline scope presented together  
 

X-Factor: 
Mid term: 
Lib event: trial run/pitch 

 

Final: 
Get agencies to express interest 
 

Learning outcome: 
What we’ve learnt so far, 
 

More unique/specific situations 

 

Individual members should speak 

 

 
 

presentation: 
less words on the slides 

 

evbot & fabot 
problem - solution (on same slide) 
 

‘no easy access’ —> give an example of a whole tedious 



process PSD face 

 

Problems (Evbot/Fabot) 
Question: “Any example of a tedious process? Can you prove 
that your bot has improved this?” 
Answer: user study to back up bot and we will show you how 
easy it is to use the bot 
 

demo: 
prioritise functions to demo —> which one can be dropped if 
there is a lack of time 

 

technical complexity: 
overall architecture first —> at the start of technical complexity 

chatbot sessions —> explain sessions and in what context we 
needed something but did not have 

 

codes: should make them readable, use pseudocode maybe? 
should not ss code and paste on slide 

chatbot sessions: too long? 3 slides of code not suitable, should 
simplify the code into maybe 1 slide 

 

explain asynchronous nature of nodejs and GIVE EXAMPLES 
OF CONTEXT OF WHEN THE PROBLEM OCCURS 

 

can mention constraints such as chat window size, cannot pin 
message to some certain location etc 

 

UT2 

depending on time constraint 
if short time: just say what agencies, how many of them and how 
many tasks we had for each app 

 

before and after images 

1 or 2 cases is enough 

 

fabot change: delete the hover description in the after image 

 

Project Management: 
after scope slide: show changes (all) from scope  
after changes slide: put a change management slide (give 3 
examples of our change management process) 
 

quality control/management: internal testing, user testing, bug 
metric 

OR pm slides: bug metric, internal test cases 

 

timeline: not readable 



 

present in a more positive way of task metrics 

1. before and after school 
2. the splitting of task not even —> learning point from 

iteration 5 onwards: improvement over limitation of past 
metrics we now track actual hours for each task 

 

show number of bugs with the bug score (2 bar charts) 
 

To-do-list - Team to edit slides and wiki content 

 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 1700. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 

are no amendments in the next day.  

 

Prepared by 

Alicia Tan 

 

Vetted and edited by 

Au Ling Wei 


